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Williams is perhaps the most fascinating, the most controversial yes, and possibly the greatest
figure in American sports history. Only Babe Ruth, Muhammad Ali, and Michael Jordan stand on a
pedestal with him. It is sad that millions of young people know only what they have read of his
death. This book is not about his death. It is about his life. Ted Williams was an enigma, who just
wouldnt fit into a mold. The Boston press once took a poll to name the least cooperative, most
temperamental, most generous, and most cooperative players on the Red Sox. Williams came in
first in everycategory. I knew Ted Williams for 45 years, beginning in 1957, and saw him play for 20,
beginning in 1941. This has given me a unique box seat to this amazing chapter of Americana. To
me he is the Beethoven and Monet of baseball. But why another Ted Williams book Ted is already
the subject of a large and growing hagiography of excellent and readable books. His own My Turn
AtBat is one of the most engaging autobiographies in sports literature. I made a modest...
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Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr. Blaze Runolfsson IV-- Dr. Blaze Runolfsson IV

The most e ective publication i at any time go through. This is certainly for all those who statte that there had not been a worthy of looking at. Its been
printed in an extremely straightforward way which is merely soon a er i finished reading this publication where basically changed me, change the way in
my opinion.
-- Madyson Rutherford-- Madyson Rutherford
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